A Global Pharmaceutical Manufacturer Applies Risk-Based Asset Management to Improve a Filling Line’s Reliability

A diversified, global healthcare leader produces vaccines and other injectables in one of its U.S. locations. A focus on equipment availability and uptime was a priority due to market demands and patient needs. The manufacturing facility reached out to LCE for help with improving utilization of maintenance time and resources in their aseptic filling area.

LCE's experts worked with the facility team to develop sustainable work processes for a specific filling line, using Risk-based Asset Management (RBAM®) best practices based on a phased approach that delivers step-change improvements in reliability.

LCE performed these process steps to improve the aseptic filling line's performance:
- Ensured assets were properly identified and classified in a functional hierarchy based on ISO 14224 standards.
- Performed a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) by defining assets and analyzing them to determine their failure modes and the impact or effect the failures have on the equipment, process, and/or business.
- Based on the specific failure modes of the equipment, determined what equipment specific maintenance plans needed to be developed/implemented to eliminate or mitigate the failure(s)
  - This information was translated into an Equipment Maintenance Plan (EMP) that includes:
    - Specific work tasks
    - Frequency and duration of the tasks
    - Operational state of the equipment to complete the task (operating vs. shutdown)
    - Number of crafts or operators required to complete the task.
- From the EMP developed work instructions detailing the maintenance tasks that enable the craftspeople to execute their job with materials, tools, and information in hand.

To learn more about LCE's Asset Management Consulting services, please visit our website.
• Loaded this information into the plant maintenance management system to ensure 1) tracking and trending of the asset performance and 2) the work orders/instructions can be properly scheduled, performed, and results recorded.
• The equipment-specific maintenance tasks also indicate the spare parts needed, information that can be incorporated into the client’s existing bill of materials (BOM).
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